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Much information exists on the internet.
There are many search engines on it.
By using the search engine
Easy for us to obtain information that has high awareness and a high profile.
Difficult for us to obtain information that has low awareness and a low profile.

Minority information
Some important information exists among the minority information.
We propose search system which searches
for minority information.
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For example There are a few kind of majority sports and
many kind of minority sports on the world.
Majority sports such as baseball and football are reported by media, and we
know them well.
There are many web pages about the majority sports on the internet.

Minority sports such as sepak takraw and bandy are not reported by media,
and we do not know them well.
There are a few web pages about the minority sports on the internet.

We do not know how to know
such minority information.
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• We do not know how to know such minority information.
• It is necessary to search for minority information in which
a user is interested.
Our minority search system

Input : keyword of majority information which is user’s interest.
Output : minority information which is similar to
the majority information.
Users can obtain the new information that they don’t know
and they can discover new knowledge and new interest.
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Our proposed method consists of

Input keyword

Minority search

Relational search

Analogy search

Editing number and
editors number
Candidate of
minority information
Filtering

Category filtering
LSP filtering
Minority information

Extract minority information from Wikipedia as a first step of the research
because much information has been gathered in Wikipedia.
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Extract candidates of minority information
that is similar to the user’s input keyword from Wikipedia.
input keyword

Minority information

Use methods of two types:
Relational search

Analogy search
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Our purpose is searching for minority information content
which is similar to the user’s input majority content.
Extract high relational content using a link graph based on
calculation of similarity between articles of Wikipedia.

α

link graph
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1. We regard a basic node is the article which has some title of user’s input,
and create a link graph of Wikipedia.
2. We regard nodes which are linked to the basic node as related to the basic node.
We regard nodes that are linked from the basic node as majority information.
Then, We delete those nodes from link graph.
A
3. Delete the inlink node,
which has only one anchor text of basic node.
→It is not closely related to the basic node.
4. Calculate the similarity between each inlink node
and basic node using cosine similarity.
If the similarity degree is greater than threshold α,
then it becomes related information.

B
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Regard α as 0.35
Node C and E are outlink. Delete them.
The similarity degree of node F is less than 0.35. Delete it.
Nodes A, B, and D become related information.
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Input keyword
Minority search

Relational search

Analogy search

Editing number and
editors number
Candidate of
minority information
Filtering

Category filtering
LSP filtering
Minority information
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Sometimes minority information is extremely minority
information that has only a small Wikipedia article or none at all.
We can not extract it using relational search
because the similarity is too small.
As one characteristic of minority information, people sometimes
compare minority information with majority information.
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For example
The article about “Sepak takraw” which is a kind of sport is compared with
‘volleyball’.

Sport

Sepak takraw

Volleyball

The sentence in Wikipedia is “Sepak takraw differs from the similar sport of
volleyball”.
The article about “Goulash” which is Hungarian food is compared with ‘stew’.

Food

Goulash

Stew

The sentence in Wikipedia is “Goulash is similar to stew.

Extremely minority information sometimes
use analogy in an article.
Examine the characteristics from Wikipedia.
We propose an analogy search.
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Comparison words are often used.
In a case of …like
The eton field game is like football in some ways.
The eton field game is minority sports, but football is majority sports.

Easy to image the minority sports by using the analogy.
When these comparison words are used, we assume it
a candidate of the minority information.
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Extract candidates of minority information from related
information and analogy information.
All candidates of minority information do not always minority information,
then we extract minority information from them.

In the English dictionary
The meaning of minority is “the smaller part or number; a number, part, or amount
forming less than half of the whole.”.

We regard less-acknowledged and low-popularity information
as minority information.
We do not know what less-acknowledged and
low-popularity information are.
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When we extract minority information, we specifically examine
the numbers of edits and editors of Wikipedia articles.
Our hypothesis
・Majority information is known by many people and the article of
it has many edits and many editors.

・Minority information is known by few people and its related
articles have few edits and few editors.
Conducted an pre-experiment to prove that
hypothesis.
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For this pre-experiment
・Use sports data
Subjects can judge it easily.
・13 subjects judged 150 sports that we selected randomly
from Wikipedia.
The subjects judged the results using the following three-step
judgment process:
1: I know it.
0: I know only the name of it.
-1: I do not know it.
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This table shows some results of the pre-experiment.
The average is obtained by dividing the total of the results by
the number of subjects.
Sports

Average

1

0

-1

Futsal

1

13

0

0

Rodeo

0.6154

8

5

0

Capoeira

0.2308

5

6

2

Biathlon

-0.3850

3

2

8

Luge

-0.5380

2

2

9

Canoe polo

-0.9230

0

1
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When the value of the average is near ”1”, many people know the sport.
When the value of the average is near ”-1”, it means that few people know
the sport.
We regard the value of the average under ”0” as the supervised data of
minority sports.
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Average of Evaluation

Count the numbers of edits and editors of each Wikipedia
article.

Average of Evaluation

The results show that our hypothesis is correct.
of Edits
That means, the majority Number
information
has many edits and
many editors, and the minority information has few edits and
few editors.

Number of Editors

The numbers of edits and editors increased, the sports whose result of
experiments are ’1’ increase.
Where both the numbers of edits and editors decrease, sports for which
the results of the experiments are ’-1’ increase.
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Measure the numbers of edits and editors of both
the related information and analogy information.

Average of Evaluation

Average of Evaluation

Extract candidates of minority information from them using
thresholds.

The threshold of the number of edits is 180.
180

Number of Edits

The threshold of the number of editors is 80.
80

Number of Editors

Under these thresholds becomes candidates of minority information.

Input keyword
Minority search

Relational search

Analogy search

Editing number and
editors number
Candidate of
minority information
Filtering

Category filtering
LSP filtering
Minority information
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Some different category articles exist among candidates of
minority information.
These team names and equipment
For example
names are not a minority sports itself.
When a user wants to know about minority sports and inputs
majority sports, the system may represent not only minority
sports name but also minority sports team names and
equipment of the sports.
Remove this information from candidates of
minority information.
We propose our two types of filtering methods to extract
minority information that a user wants to know.
Category Filtering
LSP Filtering
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It is based on category of Wikipedia.
Wikipedia articles are divided by category and
the category has a hierarchical structure.
1.Extract the category of the user’s input query.
2.Extract a category of all candidate minority information.
3.If a candidate of minority information differs in terms of the
category of the query, then we remove it from minority
information candidates.
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The category filtering of Wikipedia can not remove all different
minority information.
For example

When the user inputs a sport name, equipment of sports
sometimes can not be removed, because the category of the
equipment is ‘sports’.
Filter the information using LSP method, which was proposed
by Nakayama.
Nakayama, K., Hara, T. and Nishio, S.: Wikipedia Mining - Wikipedia as a Corpus for Knowledge Extraction, Proceedings of
annual Wikipedia Conference(Wikimania) (2008).
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Hypothesis of the LSP methods is the lead sentences of the
article as important sentences.
The lead sentences of almost all articles of Wikipedia
consist of an is-a relation.
The LSP method examines the is-a relation and extracts upper
concepts of the article.
For example

Article

Racquet

The lead sentence

A racquet is a sports implement.

The last words of implement are the upper concept of ‘racquet’.
The upper concept is not a sports name.
Remove it from candidates of minority information.
After LSP filtering, the candidate of minority information
becomes minority information.
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We developed a prototype system using our proposed method.
Shows the user input display.

Input query
User input query
and click this search button.

The system searches for the minority information.

The user input display
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Results window of our prototype system.

Results
Title of Minority
Information
Summary of
Minority Information
The output of the system
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We had two experiments.
One is measured benefits of analogy search,
the other is measured benefits of our proposed system.
We use sports category

It is easy to distinguish majority sports from minority sports.
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Measured the minority degree of the results of analogy search
using the numbers of edits and editors.
Experiment flow
1.Input 7 types of majority sports, “association football,
Volleyball, Basketball, Baseball, Tennis, Rugby, and Judo”.
And extracted analogy information using proposed analogy
search.
2.Calculated the numbers of edits and editors of the articles.
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Many articles
extracted
using
Our proposed
analogy
search
and analogy
numberssearch.
of edits and
They areeditors
lower is
than
the threshold
of numbers
of edits and editors.
beneficial
to
extract
minority
information.
Almost
results
aresports
minority
sports.
(The
threshold
of
the number
of edits
is 180.
The
threshold of
the number
of editors
is 80.)
Input
Minority
that
were
acquired
Editing
number
Editor
number

Association
football

Bandy

38

28

Futsal

299

152

Cycle ball

26

12

football
33 sports, but 21
Futsal andPowerchair
Beach volleyball
are majority
football
5 numbers of3
these sports Freestyle
are greater
than the threshold
Sepakedits
takrawand editors.
77
47
43
→ The system does Peteca
not regard them as minority
sports. 25

Volleyball

Basketball

Paralympic volleyball

41

24

Beach volleyball

135

80

Streetball

44

24

Beach basketball

6

5

Water basketball

6

6

Canoe polo

79

47
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Measured the benefit of our proposed system using the
prototype system.
Input: Majority sports of twelve types.
Calculated the recall, precision and F-measure.
Extracted 116 minority sports as the correct answer.
(The 116 minority sports comprise 59 minority sports that users judged
and 57 minority sports obtained manually from Wikipedia)
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The average
of the
precision,
andthan
F-measure
show
The results
of recall,
those are
not better
other sports.
good results.
→ LSP filtering is not good.
Sports

Recall

Precision

F-measure

Association football

50%

71%

59%

Volleyball

78%

88%

82%

Basketball

100%

100%

100%

Baseball

67%

100%

80%

Tennis

57%

100%

73%

Badminton

50%

100%

67%

Rugby football

17%

33%

22%

Golf

40%

100%

57%

Hockey

57%

75%

65%

Sumo

50%

75%

60%

Figure skating

100%

100%

100%

Modern competitive archery

38%

100%

55%

Average

59%

87%

68%
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LSP filtering uses only the first sentence.
When the first sentence of an article has multiple verbs,
The system can not ascertain the upper concept from it.
For example: First sentence of Freestyle football
Freestyle football, also known as freestyle soccer in North America, is
the art of expressing yourself with a football, while performing various
tricks with any part of the body.

Many articles are related to minority sports resembling freestyle football
have multiple verbs in the first sentence, the system therefore can not obtain
the correct upper concept and delete them from minority information list.
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One of the results of rugby is cricket.
The cricket is not similar to the rugby.

The reason why the cricket is included in the results is
analogy search.
There is a sentence which is “The manager can not instruct to
players while playing a game like rugby” in the cricket article.
‘like rugby’ is not similar to the game.
We have to more consider the words of analogy search.
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We proposed a method of searching for minority information
that is less-acknowledged and has less popularity in Wikipedia.
1.Extracted related information that resembles the user’s
input query using related search and analogy search.
2.Extracted minority information candidates using the
numbers of edits and editors.
3.Calculated filtering and extracted minority information from
Wikipedia.
4.We developed a prototype system and experiments to
measure the benefits of our proposed system.
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1.We should improvement of filtering method.
2.Extract minority information by using personalization.
The minority level differs among people.
We should consider personalized minority information.

3.Extract minority information from the web.
Extracted minority information from Wikipedia as a first step of this
research.
The web includes large amounts of minority information and might
not have related articles in Wikipedia.
We should therefore devise some means to extract minority
information from the web.

